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In my second Telugu movie 'Nippu' produced by Mr.YVS Chaudhary and
directed by Mr. Gunasekhar. I have performed the character of a close
friend and companion of the lead actress.
In my third movie, as the solo Heroine, in a bi-lingual movie (in Kannada
and Telugu), I am performing the role of an artist who is younger sister of
a transgender (acted out by famous Mr. Chandu whose biography is on
link :- http://www.docstoc.comldocsI14433138/CHANDINI---Person-Iiving-boththe-lives-as-male-and-female).Muhurat and Press-meet for this was held at
Annapurna Studio, Hyderabad whose video footage has been on the net
of 'telugutone news'; in this I am seen at 2' 52" to 3' 15" on internet link:http://www.teluguone.comlvideos/single/events/Third-Man-Movie-ShootingStarted-9127.html. Shooting of the Kannada version of this movie titled
'Naane Raja Naane Rani' is awaiting completion (for the time being, there
is a break in the shooting); thereafter shooting of the Telugu version
'Third Man' shall commence. Its story is written by Mr. Ghatika Chalam.
At present I am shooting for a Telugu Film as one of the three heroines.
The story, depicting college life and friendship, is written by Mr. Ghatika
Chalam. This Film is scheduled to be released in July/August 2013.
Education: •

Schooling

•

Higher Education:-

Up to 10th & 12th at renowned Convent School, Loreto House,
Middleton Row, Park Street, Calcutta; administered by Irish nuns.
Bachelor in Design (Graphics) [B.Des of Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar, Punjab]

Languages known

Read· - English and Hindi (Very fluent); Bengali (upto class 8th).
Write - English and Hindi (Very fluent); Bengali (upto class 8th).
Speak - English and Hindi (Very fluent); Bengali (upto class 8th).
Understand and speak - Oriya, Punjabi (fairly).
Learning - Telugu (to read, write and speak); at present able to
understand & perform lip-sync to Telugu & Kannada dialogues.

Hobbies: -

Movies, Music, Photography, Graphics and Yoga.

Whether open to revealing clothing: -

Regrets, No; I am comfortable upto Shorts and Tee-shirts.

Whether open to do bold scenes: -

Regrets, No.

Professional and Social Attributes: -

Total professional dedication to the Director and associated staff on the
sets. Thereafter, my family and my hobbies are my personal priority.

Passport: -

Have Passport issued at Hyderabad in Aug 2010; valid till 2020.

Remuneration/ Wage: -

Fully paid, as that for a professional.

Preferred Location: for regular work

Hyderabad, as I reside there; I am open to work at any station in
India or abroad. Usually I am accompanied by my mother.

Special Request: -

For script and dialogues/monologues other than in Hindi and
English i.e. in TamiIlTelugu/Kannada/Malayalam
etc., I need all of
them well in time with its meaning fully explained, so as to work on
my psychometrics & related aspects to bring the character to life.

